SIMPLE SET UP, EASY OPERATION, STRAIGHT SHOOTER

A state of the art printer deserves a state of the art feeder… the LF PRO PLUS, your feeder for production printing.

Our exclusive Dual Sensor Technology™ keeps a smooth flow of product to your printer and gives you the right tools for larger format envelopes, maximizing your productivity. Straight Shooters patented Buckle Separation™ and unique self-centering guide system in the hopper and on the delivery table lets you change envelope sizes in seconds. NO MODIFICATIONS! Our patented Floating Acceleration Table™ means that no electrical or mechanical modifications to your printer are necessary, no wires, no latches, no problems!

SIMPLY SET IT UP, ROLL IT IN AND RUN!

• EXCLUSIVE DUAL SENSOR TECHNOLOGY™

• QUICK, SIMPLE SET-UP

• SELF-CENTERING PAPER GUIDES

• FLEXIBLE, RUNS FULL 13” WIDE MEDIA, PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE

• SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE OKI C900 SERIES - C911dn, C931dn AND C941dn

• SEQUENCING CONVEYOR AVAILABLE TO ENHANCE PRODUCTIVITY

LF PRO PLUS SPECIFICATIONS

Material Handling:
• Width - Min 3.75” to Max 13” (95mm x 304mm)
• Length - Min 4” to Max 15” (101mm x 381mm)
• Thickness - single sheets to 1/8”
• Estimated maximum stack size, 400 #10 envelopes
• Speed - printer dependent/variable to 6000 pph

Electrical:
• 120V/230V, 5 AMP PEAK
• Motor 24VDC variable speed

Options/Additions:
• Straight Shooter SC-36 sequencing conveyor
• Includes adjustable height stand

Machine Dimensions: L-30” x W-16” x H-16” (76cm x 41cm x 41cm)
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